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Abstract

Hardening heat-treatment is an important operation in the fabrication of large chains for

both the shipping industry and anchorage of offshore oil-platforms. This paper presents the

outcome of an investigation that led to the introduction of modifications in a hardening fur-

nace resulting in a substantial improvement and largely eliminating the problem of gradual

cooling of the chain before immersion in the water-quenching tank. Comparing this with

the present operating conditions, it can be concluded that redirecting the gas flow increases

the gas temperature in the lower part of the furnace, which changes the chain�s tempera-

ture-distribution accordingly.
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1. Introduction

One of the world�s leading manufacturers of chains for the shipping industry and

offshore oil-platforms has manufacturing facilities near Bilbao. The facilities are pro-

vided with bar-heating furnaces and heat-treatment furnaces. This paper summarises
the results of an investigation based on the application of computational fluid
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Q1a: Main burner. 
Q1b y Q1c: Auxiliary burners. 
Q2: Power absorbed by the chain. 
Q3: Loss in flue gas.
Q4: Loss through walls.
Q5: Loss into cooling circuit.
Q6: Heat transfered to the quenching tank. 

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the chain-hardening furnace.
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dynamics (CFD) techniques that led to a substantial improvement of the behaviour

of the hardening furnace.

The goals of numerical simulation are to improve the design of new or existing

furnaces by optimizing the flow distribution. Examples of numerical applications in-

clude boilers, burners, ducts [1,2], furnaces [3,4], glass-melting furnaces [5,6], simula-
tion of air flow [7,8] and thermal stratification [9].

The furnace under investigation is of the continuous type, featuring two vertical

columns of sufficient length and diameter to allow the chain to move through the in-

side of the furnace during the time required for the heat-treatment process. It is pro-

vided with three natural-gas fired burners: one of the burners, Q1a, with a power of

1400 kW, is located in the main combustion chamber and supplies most of the heat

required to heat up the chain. The job of the two other burners, Q1b and Q1c, with a

power of 700 kW each, is to supplement the main burner by providing more energy
in certain areas. The quenching tank, which contains enough water to cool down the

chain, is located below the furnace. Figs. 1–4 depict the furnace geometry and burner

locations.

Hardening treatment is carried out by heating the material up to around 950 �C
and then cooling it down very quickly by quenching it in water. The moment the

chain gets into the water, the water vaporises and the vapour rises through the fur-
Fig. 2. Chain-hardening furnace.



Fig. 4. Test machine.

Fig. 3. 3.182 mm chain.
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nace column absorbing heat from the chain. This is why the chain is currently subject

to unwanted cooling in the final part of its run before coming into contact with the

water, so that it does not reach the required 950 �C.
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This means a loss in hardening quality and a solution to the problem has been

sought through a detailed analysis of the area where gas ducting from the combustion

chamber enters the furnace (the area enclosed by the discontinuous line in Fig. 1) by

redirecting the hot gas flow, increasing the velocity of gas circulation in the area, etc.

Given the diversity and complexity of the actual physical phenomena (turbu-
lence, heat transfer with high temperature-gradient, evaporation, etc.) that occur

simultaneously inside the furnace, it was decided to apply computational fluid

dynamics. CFD allows the aerodynamic behaviour of the gas inside the furnace

to be predicted, so that once a simulation has been set up, different solutions

can be proposed and the most suitable alternative selected.

In short, the chain-cooling process is analysed in detail through the CFD simula-

tion, determining temperature ranges, gas paths, etc. inside the furnace, with a view

to redesigning the area in the vicinity of the quenching tank.
2. Energy audit for the furnace

First, an energy audit was performed to determine the energy-flux distribution in

the furnace. A number of temperature and gas composition measurements were ta-

ken and furnace surface temperatures were determined by sampling at different

points. A furnace diagram is given in Fig. 1. The energy balance is worked out for
the control volume of the whole furnace.

� Fuel power supplied (Q1a + Q1b + Q1c).

Apart from the main burner (Q1a) there are two auxiliary burners (Q1b and Q1c),

which work intermittently depending on the gas temperatures in two areas of the fur-

nace. From the daily consumption of natural gas under rated conditions, we obtain

Q1a + Q1b + Q1c = 1.199 kW.

� Power supplied to the chain (Q2).
Sixty-four tonnes of chain were treated in one furnace working day, with the tem-

perature being increased from 30 �C to a maximum of 950 �C. Taking into account

the specific heat of the chain material, we get Q2 = 359 kW.

� Heat loss in gases (Q3 + Q7).

Gas composition and flue-gas temperature readings were taken with a TESTO 350

gas-analyser. The gas flow was determined by measuring gas velocities in various flue

sections.

Gas-leakage losses were determined by taking into account the excess air obtained
through the analyser, and a mean temperature assigned. As a result of these calcu-

lations and assessments, a final value for the heat loss through flue gases and gas

leakage was obtained, i.e., Q3 + Q7 = 703 kW.

� Heat loss through walls (Q4).

To assess the heat loss through the walls, the surface temperature was measured at

16 points, including all four external walls of the furnace enclosure, with the result

that Q4 = 93 kW.

� Heat loss through the roller cooling-circuit (Q5).
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The rollers for moving the chain inside the furnace are cooled through a closed-

loop water-cooling circuit. From the flow rate and inlet and outlet temperatures, we

arrive at Q5 = 12 kW.

� Heat loss into the quench tank (Q6).

Finally, we obtain the heat given up by the furnace gases to the quenching tank,

where the chain is cooled down, i.e., Q6 = 32 kW.

The table below shows these terms and the percentage of total energy

consumption represented by each. These values are used to obtain the furnace

efficiency, i.e.,

gfurnace ¼
Q2

Q1

¼ 30:0%
Term
 kW
 %
Q1, fuel used
 1.199
 100
Q2, useful power
 359
 30.0
Q3 + Q7, loss in gases
 703
 58.6
Q4, loss through walls
 93
 7.7
Q5, loss into the cooling circuit
 12
 1.0
Q6, loss into the quenching tank
 32
 2.7
3. Construction of the mathematical model

3.1. Geometry

Only the column down which the chain moves is considered. There are three hot-

gas intakes in the furnace area considered: the two lower intakes come from the main

combustion chamber Q1a and the auxiliary burner Q1b and the upper intake from the

auxiliary burner Q1c.
3.2. Gridwork

Hexahedron elements have been selected for the chain area, and the selected MAP

diagram provides an excellent grid quality: 4480 elements are used.

A hybrid grid, comprising hexahedron and tetrahedron type elements, is used in

the gas domain. In this case, the domain is divided into different areas to allow ade-

quate gridwork, with different grid schemes used in each area (COOPER, T-GRID
and MAP). The number of elements is 104,160. Fig. 5 shows the gridwork of the area

above the quenching tank.

3.3. Gas intakes

An intake velocity of 10 m/s with a flow direction perpendicular to the intake is

selected. Gas temperature at the intake is approximately 1300 K; the gas being a



Fig. 5. Gridwork of the area in the vicinity of the quenching tank.
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mixture of CO2, H2O, N2 and O2, with the following composition expressed as per-

centages of volume:

CO2 9.0%, H2O 18.1%, N2 71.1% and O2 1.8%.
3.4. Turbulence

In this case, the flow is turbulent, with varying velocity fields: the variations may

be small-scale and high-frequency. An accurate turbulence analysis would be very

costly, so various simulation models are generally employed.

Unfortunately, there is no turbulence model that can be considered to be

the optimum for all types of problem: which model is selected depends on a

number of factors, such as the physical flow-pattern, practical experience in

each case, the required precision level and the availability of computational
resources.

In this instance, the k–e standard turbulence model was selected for the simula-

tion. It is a semi-empirical 2-equation model based on turbulent kinetic energy (k)

transportation and its dissipation rate (e), which behaves reasonably well on fully-

turbulent flows, where molecular viscosity has little effect.
3.5. CFD procedure scheme

Mathematical modelling using a CFD technique is a very strong and effective tool

to simulate the flow and combustion in an industrial boiler [5–8].
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The modelling was carried out using the Standard Fluent code version 6 [9,10] and

predictions were validated against a set of data obtained in a chain furnace.

The numerical procedure used in CFD programs for the resolution of transporta-

tion differential equations is based on the application of finite-volume techniques

[11–17], basically consisting of:

� Dividing the domain into discrete volumes using a computational grid.

� Integrating transportation equations into individual control-volumes in order to

build algebraic equations for the dependent discrete variables, such as velocity,

pressure, temperature and scalars.

� Linearising discrete equations and solving the linear equation system to calculate

the actual values of the dependent variables.

This way an iterative resolution procedure is applied until established convergence

criteria are reached for all the variables.

Update properties

Resolution of momentum equations

Resolution of pressure-corrected continuity equation

Resolution of equations of energy, turbulence and other scalars

Convergence END
YESNO
4. Results obtained from simulations

Fig. 6 shows the temperature contours obtained via the simulation, corresponding

to the vertical plane of symmetry of the furnace in the vicinity of the lower connec-

tion. The temperature drop along the chain (represented by the central rectangular

section of the figure) can be clearly seen, as can that of the gases in the area imme-

diately above the quenching bath. Thus, at an elevation z = 0.25 m above the water

tank, the average gas temperature is 400 K, whereas at z = 0.5 m, the average tem-

perature is 750 K and at z = 0.8 m it rises to 970 K [18–23].

Fig. 7 represents gas paths for flows out from the lower connection. From this fig-
ure, it is evident that these gases do not penetrate sufficiently into the lower end of



Fig. 6. Temperature contours at the furnace�s lower connection.

Fig. 7. Gas-flow paths coming from the lower connection.
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the furnace, but clearly tend to rise along the furnace column. As a result, the furnace

atmosphere at the lower end (i.e., just above the quenching tank) has a higher con-

centration of water vapour. Water takes heat from the adjacent areas to vaporise and

heats up, gradually mixing with the exhaust gases in the flue. Evaporation and va-

pour-heating processes have a negative cooling effect on the chain, precisely in the

final part of its run through the furnace.

Fig. 8 represents chain temperature profiles against elevations inside the furnace,

in the downward movement towards the quenching tank. It can be seen that, in some
sections, the temperature spread is wide. This is because hot gases from the furnace

burners impinge on one side of the chain, whereas the other side is in contact with



Fig. 8. Chain�s temperature profile.
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colder gas, generating a less even temperature distribution through the horizontal

cross-section at the same elevation.

Also, the gradual cooling of the chain before reaching the hardening area (eleva-

tion 0 on the diagram) can clearly be seen: its temperature drops by around half at an

elevation of one metre above the water level.
Results from the simulation are compared with temperature measurements taken

during a furnace operating cycle by placing a number of thermojunctions in different
Fig. 9. Furnace temperature records.
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positions on one chain link and recording temperatures as the chain moved through

the furnace.

Fig. 9 represents the temperatures obtained from measurements at two points on

the chain (T1 on the shank and T2 on the elbow) as well as the temperature inside the

furnace, taken at the link�s centre. The diagram shows the time-lapse between the
moment the link is immersed in the water of the quenching tank and the minutes pre-

ceding immersion (i.e., for approximately the last 5 m of the furnace column).

Comparing Figs. 8 and 9, it can be clearly seen that the temperatures obtained

from the measurements are within the range predicted by the simulation. It can thus

be concluded that the results obtained from the numerical simulation are acceptable

in terms of reliability and quality for the present analysis.
5. Proposal for improvement

Based on the above conclusions and after investigating other alternatives, a com-

bined solution is proposed, consisting of redirecting part of the gas flow from the

main combustion chamber toward the problem area, and, at the same time, remov-

ing part of the water vapour generated. The idea is to direct this flow against the

lower part of the chain, thus increasing its temperature in the final part of the run

before the chain enters the water, simultaneously removing the vapour generated
by the entry of the chain into the quenching tank as quickly as possible.

To redirect the gases, two plates, measuring 550 · 150 · 10 mm, are placed in the

lower intake of gas from the main combustion chamber into the furnace. The upper

plate is tilted at an angle of 20� and the lower plate at 30�. Gas baffled by the lower

plate is intended to heat up the last 30 cm of chain before it enters the water and gas

baffled by the upper plate is intended to heat up the 30 cm immediately above the

area heated by the lower plate.

Water vapour is removed through a vent close to where it is generated, so as to
avoid contact with the chain and the resulting temperature loss. To that end, a

20-cm diameter pipe is placed above the water level and below the hot gas intake.

A negative pressure is created in this pipe by means of a fan, so as to allow water

vapour to be sucked out together with part of the gases – see Fig. 10.

5.1. Gridwork

The chain is divided into 5888 elements. Gridwork is based on hexahedral ele-
ments, applying a MAP type grid-scheme. The combustion gas area contains

155,604 elements of the hexahedral and tetrahedral types. To make the gridwork eas-

ier, the furnace geometry is broken down, and different grid schemes (COOPER,

MAP and T-GRID) are then applied, depending on the areas.

Figs. 11 and 12 show temperature fields for different furnace planes and at differ-

ent cross-sections inside the area investigated, both for the gas atmosphere and the

chain itself. Comparing this with the present operating conditions, it can be con-

cluded that redirecting the gas flow has a substantial effect in terms of increasing



Fig. 10. Proposal for improvement of the hardening furnace.

Fig. 11. Temperature contours at elevations z = 0.25, 0.5 and 0.8 m above the quenching tank.
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Fig. 12. Temperature (K) on the plane of the vertical symmetry at the furnace�s lower connection.
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the gas temperature in the lower part of the furnace, which changes the chain tem-

perature accordingly.

Fig. 13 shows the paths of the gas from the combustion chamber. It can be appre-

ciated that part of the flow of hot gases goes into the lower part of the furnace, there-
by helping to heat it further and producing a slight overpressure that helps confine

the water vapour generated in the quenching tank at the lower elevations.

This, together with the effect produced by the vapour-removing equipment, results

in large amounts of vapour and colder gases being drawn out through the duct and

removed from the furnace to the flue, as can be seen in Fig. 14, in which the vapour

paths are depicted.

The end result is to increase the temperature of the chain along its downward

movement through the furnace, and most significantly at the end of its run.
Indeed, a comparison of the temperature-profile diagram in Fig. 15 with the cur-

rent operating conditions (Fig. 8) shows an increase in the cooling rate as well as a

higher chain-temperature during the approach run and before quenching (elevation 0

in the figures).

It is also worth mentioning that the chain�s temperature-distribution along its

downward movement inside the column is more even. This reduction of the thermal

gradient compared with current conditions can be explained as a consequence of the

removal of the water vapour and a more homogenous furnace-atmosphere
temperature.



Fig. 13. Gas paths from the lower connection.

Fig. 14. Paths of the water vapour generated in the quench tank.
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Fig. 15. Chain�s temperature profile.
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The results obtained in this investigation have been implemented on one of the

furnaces at the company�s plant in Bilbao. Operation has been found empirically

to have improved significantly, thus improving the quality of the product manufac-

tured. Fig. 16 shows the readings of experimental temperature-measurements taken

by placing two thermojunctions on a link of chain and a third inside the furnace

atmosphere after the proposed modifications were implemented.
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Fig. 16. Furnace�s temperature records.
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The trends observed during the simulation are corroborated by the thermal re-

cord. In comparison with previous conditions (Fig. 9), the following can be

observed:

� In general, the chain temperature in the few last metres before entering the
quenching tank has increased.

� Temperatures T1 and T2 have a narrower spread, so that temperatures inside the

chain are more even, as shown in the simulation.

� The slope of the cooling curve is greatly increased, i.e., the chain temperature drop

is quicker, thus increasing the hardening-process quality and as a result the quality

of the end product.
6. Conclusions

This investigation has proved the enormous possibilities of CFD for analysing gas

aerodynamics and heat-transfer processes inside furnaces. Specifically, a furnace for

large chains with important flaws in the hardening process, due to which quick cool-

ing of the chain was not possible, has been investigated.

A solution is proposed consisting of redirecting gases by means of two baffle

plates placed in the lower gas intake from the main combustion chamber, and a duct
through which vapours produced when quenching the chain are drawn off by means

of a fan.

After the proposed modifications the chain temperature rose significantly, and

quicker cooling and better hardening became possible.
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